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About This Content

The Empires of Sand Culture Pack brings three new playable factions and new religion features to Total War™: ATTILA.

-New Factions; Aksum, Himyar and Tanukhids with new unique units.
-New Campaign mechanics.

-New Horde mechanics.
-New Religion features.

Aksum, Himyar and the Tanukhids may be used in Single or Multiplayer Campaign modes and Custom and Multiplayer battles.

Hailing from the harsh deserts of Africa and the Middle East, these factions are part of the new Desert Kingdoms cultural
group, and bring new campaign mechanics, new horde gameplay mechanics, events, enhanced religion features, battlefield

rosters and unique units to Total War™: ATTILA.
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Desert Kingdoms

All factions in the Desert Kingdoms cultural group benefit from the following traits:

+2 Sanitation in all regions
+15 Melee attack in desert battles

Immunity to desert attrition

New Religion Features

Because of the dramatic impact religious changes had on these cultures in this period, the Empires of Sand Culture Pack
includes a number of changes that increase the importance of religion. There are three new religions available: Eastern

Christianity, Judaism and Semitic Paganism.

Each non-horde Desert Kingdoms faction has two main religions to choose between. Aksum may follow Eastern Christianity
and Semitic Paganism, while Himyar may choose between Judaism and Semitic Paganism.

Religion now has further-reaching effects, influencing many aspects of Desert Kingdoms campaign gameplay. It is deeply
intertwined with a number of features including building chains, victory conditions, events, technologies and overall campaign

bonuses:

Dual religion building chains

Aksum and Himyar possess a building chain for each of their main religions. They can build these buildings regardless of their
faction religion. This allows players to exert greater control over their faction religion and change it reactively in response to

their situation.

Tier-5 barracks
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Aksum and Himyar have two new tier-5 barracks available, one for each religion. To unlock a barracks, the faction must have
75% influence in the respective religion. These barracks buildings each provide three unique elite units as well as unlocking a

variety of campaign benefits.

Split victory-conditions and achievements

Desert Kingdoms factions have two sets of victory conditions, one for each of their main religions, that involve a number of
units and structures related to that religion.

Increased diplomatic significance

The new religions have increased diplomatic impact, forcing the player to choose their religion carefully based on who they
wish to ally with.

Pleasure building-chain

Non-horde Desert Kingdoms factions have access to a new industrial building-chain which provides large sums of money, but
decreases your majority religion, meaning you must choose between religious stability and financial gain.

Religious technologies

Each non-horde Desert Kingdoms faction has a technology chain for each of its main religions. These convey a number of
religious and campaign bonuses to help you manage and optimize your religious choices.

Increased Religious Discord Penalties

The public order penalties for religious disharmony within your provinces have been increased between the new religions,
meaning that the benefits are balanced with increased risk if you fail to manage your religions correctly.

Reactive Religious events (Aksum and Himyar)

Two new events have been added that trigger when certain religious conditions are met, and provide you with intriguing
dilemmas and missions.

Factions
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The Tanukhids

The Tanukhids are a horde faction, representing a desert rebellion with a hyper-aggressive playstyle, plus a host of unique traits
and features.

Faction Trait: Legendary Raiders
Rapacious Horde: Food is obtained through settlement battles rather than buildings.

Victory rallies: Every military victory spreads your fame and swells your ranks, increasing the horde’s growth.
Swelling Ranks: Armies in Raiding stance gain a free Rebellion Militia unit every turn.

History
The Tanukhids have travelled a long way from their homelands. Originally part of the Qahtani tribal confederation, they

migrated north in the aftermath of a flood which devastated their homeland, eventually leaving Arabia altogether.

Coming into contact with the Roman Empire, the Tanukhids have since been employed as Roman foederati, and considered a
dependable cavalry force. However, they recently rebelled against Rome following Emperor Valens' attempts to convert them
from Orthodox to Arian Christianity. The Tanukhids – under their warrior queen, Mavia – fought so hard, and so fiercely, that

they defeated the Romans in the field on several occasions and forced agreement to their terms.

Despite the odds, these devout people have created a life for themselves as free Arabs, who pledge allegiance to none but God
and their brave queen - surely all that is required to attain true greatness!

Campaign features

New building trees
While migrating, the Tanukhids have access to a completely new Horde building tree comprising 34 new buildings, each with

unique artwork and campaign effects.

Unique event chain
A brand new event-chain guides you in your rebellion against the Romans, and leads you ultimately to settlement and the

formation of an empire.

Dynamic Barrack unlocks
Completing missions unlocks higher tiers of barracks and provides access to new, defecting Roman units.

Unit Roster
The Tanukhid Roster focuses on battlefield area-control and micro management. Light but powerful shock cavalry are paired

with stealth units and fast pike units.

Badyia Skirmishers – Light stalk (remain hidden in all terrains) Javelinmen
Desert Pikes – Light, rapid advance pikes with high missile block chance

Dune Lancers – Very light guerilla-deployment shock cavalry with javelin precursor
Mavia’s Bodyguards – Very heavy shock cavalry (general’s unit)

Mavia’s Chargers – Very light shock cav with very good charge bonus
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Mavia’s Chosen – Very light shock cav with exceptional charge bonus
Mavia’s Lancers – Very light shock cav with good charge bonus

Rebellion Militia – Zero-upkeep troops with high missile block chance and low damage
Sandstorm Lancers – Very light guerilla deployment shock cavalry with javelin precursor

Tanukhid Ambushers – Light stalk swordsmen with exceptional charge
Tanukhid Pikes – Heavy pikes with rapid advance

Desert Palatina Defectors – Heavy Roman defensive infantry
Desert Legionary Guards - Heavy Roman defensive infantry

Hetaireia Guards – Roman two-handed axe infantry
Clibanarii – Heavy Roman shock cavalry with bows

Aksum

Located on the coast of Africa, the people of Aksum owe their power to excellent trade routes, a fact reflected in their
gameplay and traits.

Faction Trait: Gateway To The East
Supply network: +30 food for each active trade network (maximum 150).

Merchant Guards: +100 to mercenary pool replenishment rate.
Commercial Mastery: +10% trade income.

History
The Kingdom of Aksum grows prosperous through trade; the Silk Road is kind to those who know

how to harness its riches, and the Aksumites have spent their lives trading along it.

Although its Ethiopian heartlands have been occupied for hundreds of years, Aksum has recently grown in size due to the
hugely lucrative trade route to India and beyond, on which it sits. When a nation becomes so rich and powerful, it attracts those

who wish to steal its wealth for themselves; the neighbouring Himyarites are one such adversary.

As the 5th century dawns, military and religious lines have once again been drawn in the sand. Aksum enjoys Rome's favour,
and the wealth of the world fills its coffers - let those who would challenge that might face Aksumite steel, and feel Aksumite

strength!

Campaign features

Unique Event Chain
A unique event chain challenges you to claim a series of resources in exchange for unlocking new spice buildings, and Gupta

Indian influenced units.

Unit Roster
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The Aksumite roster focuses on powerful spears and shock troops. They are lightly armoured but capable of devastating optimal
damage. They also have a number of unusual troops, such as hunting dog archers and hybrid axe/bow units.

Abunas Guard – Heavy defensive spear cavalry (Eastern Christian only)
Adana Marksmen – Elite Warhound bowmen

Adana Trackers – Warhound Bowmen
Afar Camel Riders – Guerilla deployment mounted Camel Swordsmen

Afar Raidmasters – Shock infantry with exceptional attack (Semitic Pagan only)
Afar Swordsmen – Shock infantry with high attack

Beher’s Chosen – Heavy shotel unit (Semitic Pagan only)
Bet Giorgis Cavalry – Medium spear cavalry with exceptional attack (Eastern Christian only)

Elite Tor Warriors – Heavy defensive spears
Marz Archers – Snipe (fire from cover) archers

Masqal Spearmen – High armour-piercing, high attack spearmen (Eastern Christian only)
Mounted Marz Archers – Mounted archers

Ras Guard – Heavy defensive spear unit with precursor
Sons of the Invincible Mahrem – High base damage, high attack spearmen (Semitic Pagan only)

Spice Guard – Hybrid two-handed axe unit with bow
Spice Warriors – Light khanda wielder
T’or Warriors – Defensive spearmen

Himyar

Himyar is a powerful Arabian kingdom on the peninsula. The Himyarites survive in their arid lands through a series of
specialised adaptations to the desert.

Faction Trait: Desert Warriors
Fatigue rate: -15% for all warriors.

Marib Dam: Unique fertility-boosting building in faction capital.
Desert Saboteurs: Stops foreign replenishment in regions where armies are present.

History
The Sabaean Kingdom is diminished and, in its place, Himyar ascends! The victorious Shamir Yuhar'ish has declared himself
"King of Saba, Dhu Raydan and of Hadramawt and Yamanat" at his coronation, and no one dares challenge this proclamation.

Sabaean local power was based, in large part, on overland trade routes, but Himyar has discovered and exploited new sea trade
routes to India, making it the principle economic power in southern Arabia. Much like neighbouring Aksum, Himyar controls

the flow of trade along major trade routes to the east.

The militaristic Himyarites relentlessly pursue their aims, particularly when facing the hated Aksumites. Himyar has even
recently converted to Judaism, seemingly only to fuel the constant war that rages between them. It has sacrificed much to hold

onto a powerful position during a tumultuous time, and will surely seize the future by force of will alone!
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Campaign features

Marib Dam: Unique Events
The Marib Dam was an engineering marvel of the ancient world, though it was famously breached. Playing as Himyar, players
will periodically be presented with options to make repairs. Leaving the dam untended brings the risk of floods, and repair is

costly – however, in good working order, the dam can bring a powerful series of benefits.

Unit Roster
Hardy and weathered, Himyar forces are drilled to feats of great stamina. Their roster is built around a series of tanking

defensive units to represent their desert hardiness.

Almaqahs Lancers – Very heavy camel lancers (Semitic Pagan only)
Armoured Himyarite Shotelai – Armoured camel mounted shotelai

Ashum – Light archers with large shield
Athars Chosen – 80 man unit with exceptional health, attack, morale, damage and charge (Semitic Pagan only)

Baltha Defenders – Elite heavy defensive axe infantry
Baltha Warriors – Defensive axe infantry

Himyarite Shotelai – Camel mounted shotel unit
Jamal al-Baltha – Camel mounted axe men

Jamal al-Rumha – Camel mounted javelin unit
Khahyahlim – Heavily armoured defensive sword unit (Judaism only)

Rumha Skirmishers – Heavily armoured skirmishers with spear wall formation
Rumha Warriors – Elite heavy skirmishers with spear wall formation

Sahnegohrim – Exceptional melee defense unit (Judaism only)
Zafar Sentinels – Very heavy defensive axe unit (general only)

Zealot Sicarius – Fragile stalk unit with high moral and charge (Judaism only)
Zodiac Archers - Mounted archers (Semitic Pagan only)
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At about 8 hrs in I would suggest this game at DISCOUNT if you do NOT have VR because the missions CAN feel somewhat
short and VERY 2 dimensional in terms of choices. Kill or don't kill this. Scan that. The actual mechanics of how the game
plays is very fun and engaging tho! I can see this being really fun with a group of friends... with strangers I'd say 70% of my
games were rather positive fun and enjoyable to where most of us would end up adding contacts after because it was a good
experience. The other 30% felt like babysitting drunk manchildren constantly asking you why you aren't drunk too or
bemoaning the fact that they accidentally picked captain and hate being captain the entire mission (which again is not often
long). Even rarer is the backseat captain who chooses tactical then tells everyone what to do like he's captain constantly speaking
over him and disobeying orders because he already knows how the mission will play out and wants to skip to the end (thank God
for the kick feature). ANyway Learning the different ship interfaces was pretty fun and the missions that were challenging left
hope for replayability. I really hope they add more difficult missions which actually interesting decision making that plays off
morals or philosophical rhetoric like in the show in the meantime this is a great bridge sim! The detail and graphics have made
me consider spending something on VR sometime soon... just not now. So I could not get this game or any of the samantha swift
bundle to run on any laptops running windows 8.1 or 8.1 pro...I finally got it to run on the only laptop left running windows 8.
WHat was frustrating is that it would say it was running and I could see it in task manager but nothing ever showed up. So far
since I finally have it running on windows 8 it is a decent little game with plenty of hidden objects and some storyline, nothing
elaborate..kind of a jump from here to there and find things and quick put this together...if you are looking for an elaborate and
involved storyline and flow with the hidden objects game then this is not it..it's more like hidden object everywhere and oh by
the way yeah we need that to propel the story forward...also the hidden objects are slightly lame because they will be like bust 1
and bust 2 all in all can't complain for a decent discounted bundle except for the whole we don't support 8.1 would have been
nice to know before buying. Glad I still had a machine on an ealrier windows version.. Apocalypse is the 10th tiny stuff DLC
for Tropico 4. And the last one. They sure abused the system. Oh well, we all will just get Collector's Bundle on big sale.

The mission is fairly interesting, but nothing too hard. The nuculear war is coming and you have to stuff your shelter up with
some of the four main factions members, while other will complain about your choices. There is a harder victory condition of
constructing an extremely expensive building. But we all know how to make money rain on head by now.
No, nothing spectacular is going to happen, it's not going to turn into DayZ. But you probably should have been expecting it if
you played Tropico campaigns. Just your usual humor.

Building that you get here is Shelter. It's not cheap, but once you set it up, you can increase respect of any faction by 20-40 by
setting up it's work mode at anytime.. Highly recommended. This game is a total hidden gem!

Something about this game gives me nostalia! It combines many of my favorite gaming elements from games I played growinng
up! It has platforming, puzzles, great RPG elements such as interesting characters and abilities that you can unlock along your
adventure.

It's definitely easy enough for your average gamer to pick up, but even me (being a hardcore gamer) have had my fair share of
deaths. You definitely can't just run straight through this game without paying attention to your surroundings!

The levels are sidescrollers, but the 3d free roam in towns adds a great emersion element!

I can't wait to see what else the developer has in store for future updates!. it is indeed a 2.5d hack-and-slash platformer with rpg
and exploration elements

it plays a lot more like mega man zero than metroidvania though

it's janky in just about every possible way
but pretty fun to play regardless

good aesthetic and soundtrack too

worth grabbing when it goes on sale. GREAT GAME...I ENJOY THIS GAME. THANK YOU UBISOFT TEAM ;] I HOPE
WILL BE MORE. I have to rewrite my review.... I really enjoyed the game and the dialogue was funny and this guy being an
indie developer really worked hard on it. I 100% reccommend this game and suggest you give it a try. He is funny and
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intelligent as a content creator. keep going man.
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people: we want brand new things in the next game
developers: (gives different thing that people wanted)
people:...........garbage.............. WELL YOU MESSED UP AGAIN 704 WHERE'S DEEP ROAR OF ENGINES WHINNING
VACUMM CLEANER AGAIN WAKE UP SOUNDS ARE IMPORTANT
oh they forgot to put mutiplayer lobby clock so we can get all player's in instead of restarting
 a lobby five time to get all racers we invite to race..... again you dropped the ball on this important part of racing together
many people dont know what to do fix your wheels setting
LOOK IDIOTS ......option\controls\wheel delete all buttons mapp your own buttons\funtions and you wheel works fine i see too
many ppl say wheel controls don't work here' the FIX. I'm unable to play the game on linux due to a party creation bug relating
to race selection not working\/being recognized. I recognise that it's early access but I payed for this game and cannot play it at
all and it's been this way a long time. So until this changes I can't recommend the game for linux users. I'll update my review
if\/when this changes.

Developer is very helpful working on the issues and will hopefully be able to resolve them.. A nice chop, easy to fly and very
good handle.. I bought Zup-Zup! Bundle; only because of the massive amount of achievements that couldve been obtained. But
to my surprise the game was actually fun to play and you could easily lose track of the time. Recommend it for those who wanna
customize their steam profiles, hunting for achievements or just looking for a fun puzzle.. You guys would be better off just
getting the free mobile version rather than this one.

I recently encountered a bug that completely ruined my game by filling my pack with hats whenever I restart my game, causing
there to be no space ever.
13 was the peak player amount in the last month, I've sent at least 5 tickets to the official support for this game in the last 2
weeks, and I haven't been responded to at all by the horrible company. You can tell when a game is flushed out when the
singular person checking the tickets can't monitor 13 people playing the game, and just the game having 13 players in general.
Steam has completely denied any refund request I've sent despite me having to deal with something that isn't even remotely
either mine or valve's fault, and upon further research it seems that this game has completely gone out of development,
Kongregate has abandoned this game, which could have had eight times the potential that the games they are funding now
currently has. This could have been a fun game if it wasn't being developed under someone's basement out of some circuit-
board kit 22cans found in their parents retirement home. And thinking back on it now, the games Kongregate has funded are
horrible compared to the possible potential of this game.

In short: No you shouldn't get this game because it's free on mobile, a lot less buggy on there, actual support, a forum of it's
own, a discord server of it's own, microtransactions and watchable adds that you can literally skip and still get rewards for
watching despite not even giving the company money. No matter how you cry to Steam about something that isn't your fault at
all, they will still let you know that just because you didn't get your full satisfaction of a game you couldn't even complete
because of the buggy-ness of the developers programming skills they learned on scratch.io or something stupid like that, and on
top of that you have over 2 hours so hooray you can't get your money back from a potential scam that is literally the same on
mobile except it's better in all ways, including the stuff I listed above. On top of that it is potentially a better game on Mobile
and it's free on there too! And easier! And more fun as well! But horrible samsung tablets can't run things that take less than a
gigabyte somehow like this. Also revising this again, I realized that wasn't as short as I wanted to be and how short I said it
would be.

In short for real: No don't get it, you will never finish it because of bugs and it is NOT worth your 15 dollars you probably
wasted before reading this review.
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